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About me  

I'm a strategic & UX researcher with more than ten years of 
mixed-method research and cross-functional team experience. My 
passion is leveraging insights and innovation to create social 
impact. 

After moving to Silicon Valley in 2016, I became interested in how 
big tech companies use technologies for creating positive social 
impact. I spent the last five years working as a UX researcher for 
global companies in Silicon Valley, such as Google, Medallia, Ford, 
and Kiva.org, helping these companies to create top digital 
products for small businesses in the USA.

LinkedIn     Website    Resume 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelapysnakova/
https://www.michaelapysnakova.com/
https://13f475b0-42bd-4ee8-81d7-e1100f7d3adf.filesusr.com/ugd/4ba944_13f8a25fdf14417f99b87c23bb9f6996.pdf


My journey and focus 

2005 2014 2011

Market research Social impact  research UX & Strategic research 

2017 

Academic  research

Author of a book  Initiator and lead of a nationwide 
ethnographic research  

Co-founder of a research agency 
focusing on social impact

Creating top user experience for  
SMBs through UX research

2018 2018 2020



International women's day on FB to help entrepreneurs in developing countries  

Link

About: Kiva is a non-profit org using microloans to help 
entrepreneurs in 3rd world countries. Kiva intended to run a mobile 
campaign on Facebook to support female entrepreneurs. The mktg 
team wanted to find the best copy variation for the campaign 
within three days.

My role: Conducted remote concept testing with potential Kiva 
lenders active on FB, analyzed data, created presentations and 
shared recommendations with stakeholders.  

Research approach: remote unmoderated concept testing 
(usertesting.com) with five potential Kiva lenders. Each user saw all 
four variations, rated and ranked them, and explained why. 

Impact of IWD campaign: Selected copy was successful in 
achieving desired CTAs. Between March 1st - 8th, the Kiva 
community-funded loans to 13,251 women, soaring past the goal of 
10,000 women funded! Kiva raised $6M in FFLV over the campaign 
and $3.5M in FFLV yesterday alone, with $3.1M in share purchases, 
making it the second-highest day of lending in Kiva's history.

Tested variations 

Lending page after clicking on ad 

http://go.kiva.org/women/?utm_source=partner&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=IWD2018


User testing of a time-tracking feature on a mobile 

About: We explored and tested a time tracking feature on mobile 
for technicians working in the field. The goals were to learn what 
metrics need to be tracked by the back office and to design a 
user-friendly experience for the technicians. 

My role: Research lead (end to end )

Research approach: As it was difficult to recruit technicians, we 
combined 2 methods: we started with qualitative concept testing 
with the back-office employees to learn what metrics they 
needed to track. Based on their feedback, we iterated designs 
and ran unmoderated usability testing with technicians. 

Impact: 
● Rapid testing and a mixed-method approach helped to 

collect feedback from a hard to recruit target audience. 
● Identified metrics that were crucial to test
● Found a flow that was easy to use for technicians 
● Informed designers and engineers on which concept 

should go to product development

  
Link

https://www.viizr.com/


Concept testing to increase engagement with the product

About: Our product team needed to test an idea to 
increase engagement for inactive users. 

My role: Research lead

Research approach: remote moderated concept testing 
using Validately platform. Participants: 12 SMB advertisers 
who are using our product but have not spent in 30 days or 
paused
  

Impact: Product development (see public release)

Link

Research design Tested feature 

https://blog.google/outreach-initiatives/small-business/new-smart-campaigns-features/
https://blog.google/outreach-initiatives/small-business/new-smart-campaigns-features/


Workshop with SMB advertisers and stakeholders

About: The marketing team was working on videos explaining 
top questions in our product and wanted to test the scripts 
for these videos with current SMB advertisers to see if they 
resonate. To maximize the benefit of having SMBs on campus, 
we decided to bring in our xfn team to have an hour to speak 
to and learn from our advertisers directly.  

My role: Organizing an event, recruiting, writing the script, 
training mktg team in conducting focus groups, analyzing 
data, sharing the report 

Research approach: co-creation mini focus groups with 13 
SMB advertisers

Impact: 
● Brought in 8 stakeholders to increase their empathy 

with our core users
● Showed the value of UXR to the marketing team 
● Built a stable relationship between UXR team and the 

mktg team
● Identified concepts that are crucial in a video guide 

  



Growing users base: Adoption of automated ads by new segment 

About: adoption of automated ads in the desired segment of 
potential users was low despite the efforts of the mktg and sales 
teams. To understand potential opportunities and barriers to product 
adoption, I explored user needs, users' perception of automation of 
the ads, how automation fits into advertiser's day-to-day jobs and 
long-term business strategies, and if automated ads could serve 
their needs.  

My role: Research lead 

Research approach: mixed-methods using ethnography, remote user 
interviews, and global survey  

Impact: 
● Identified key opportunities and barriers to product adoption 

Stakeholder engagement: 12 stakeholders from XNF teams 
(Designers, PMs, Mktg, Customer Solution team, Global product 
lead, UXR leads, Global agency lead, Head of product sales & 
strategy

● Shifted mktg communication towards transparency, trust, and 
education 

● Product development: new features providing more control

Research design

Google 
stakeholders 
joining me 
during empathy 
field  visits  



Youth research 

About: I spent four years researching Czech 
Millennials, and I wrote a book about their 
consumer lifestyles. My book challenges the 
stereotypical concept of mainstream youth 
as passive, hedonistic, and materialistic 
young people.

My role: researcher, author 

Research approach: grounded theory, 
secondary research, discourse analysis, 
in-depth interviews, focus groups, essays, 
and ethnography observations with almost 
100 young people.

Impact: shifting academic debate and youth 
social policy discourse in the Czech Republic.

Young ‘prosumers’ in Břeclav, Czech republic, 
Creamfields Music Festival. 
Photographer: Michaela Pysnakova 

Link  

https://www.amazon.com/Reconceptualising-Mainstream-Youth-Examination-Lifestyles/dp/8021060271/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=michaela+hrackova+pysnakova&qid=1589859627&sr=8-1


The Future of the Czech Republic  

About: A nationwide project exploring the impact of the 
economic crisis on Czech families. I spent five months 
visiting 33 families to understand how crisis impacted their 
consumer behavior and perception of brands and institutions 
and used insights to create a survey (N=2000) that was 
instrumental for developing new post-crisis consumer 
segmentation.

My role: Research lead, analysts, co-creator of visual 
outcomes for a multimedia campaign, mentor  

Research approach: ethnography and survey  

Impact: 
● Built and trained an ethnographic research team. 

Established ethnography as a part of the company's 
research services

● Increase awareness about users changing values 
through a nationwide print, outdoor and digital 
campaigns

● Findings informed marketing strategies of our clients 

I used software dedoose.com to analyze qualitative data from ethnographic visits

click

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a70IQJzUIDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a70IQJzUIDg


Czech social security administration

Link

About: CSSZ is a government institution helping Czech citizens in difficult life 
situations such as unemployment, illness, or motherhood. CSSZ hired us to 
research how it is perceived by Czech citizens, what values are important to 
upper leadership vs the clerks, and to recommend how to modernize the website. 
 
My role: Designed and conducted internal and external surveys, collaborated on 
mystery shopping visits in 30 cities and provided recommendations on how to 
redesign the website 

Research approach: a survey with mapping public perception (N=3000), survey 
mapping internal values of employees (N=4400) and mystery shoppings (n=39)

Impact: Insights informed external communication strategy, internal 
communication of the core values and recommendation for website changes 

Old website 

Redesigned website based on recommendations 

Mystery shopping visits

https://www.cssz.cz/web/cz

